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Must-stays for the most dedicated followers of fashion
Shop without
leaving your suite
at the Park Hyatt
Paris-Vendôme
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ashion spurs devotees across the planet in search
of fresh looks and new design inspiration. Certain
hotels are sympathetic to these stylish quests, going
beyond their convenient locations to deliver services
above and beyond – and into your wardrobe.

BEST FOR IN-SUITE SHOPPING
If fashion were to speak, what accent might it have? Parisian
peut-être? Quite likely. The Park Hyatt Paris-Vendôme lies
at the beating heart of the French capital’s couture district,
with Avenue des Champs-Élysées, rue du Faubourg St
Honoré, Place Vendôme, Avenue Montaigne and Boulevard
Haussmann, all within walking distance. The hotel does,
however, offer more than location. A range of special services
that may save the tread on your designer shoes include in-suite
shopping, priority delivery and private styling by clothing and
luxury consulting company 10 Vendôme. The stylist will arrive
in your room to give professional advice
and make recommendations for items from
premier local and international brands,
whether for one ensemble or an entirely
new wardrobe. And for that ultimate couture
experience, expert designers are on hand to
consult on personalising creations.
Doubles from AED 2,830; in-suite shopping
experiences from AED 2,165; 0033-15-871
1228, parisvendome.park.hyatt.com
BEST FOR EXPERT ADVICE
A short distance from the boutiques of Bond
Street and within comfortable range of
Oxford Street, the stylish Mandeville Hotel
in Marylebone showcases a commitment
to artistic expression. Its 142 rooms have
been styled by designers – including
four sumptuous new Christian Lacroixdesigned Riviera rooms – and the hotel has
a partnership with Frieze London. The
property also employs Laetitia Tomaso,
a dedicated Shopping Concierge and
established celebrity stylist who is available
to all hotel guests and offers invaluable
savoir-faire. Whether it’s her insider
knowledge of upcoming trends or pointers on dressing for a
specific body-type, the expert advice allows you to take full
advantage of the proximity to many of the city’s iconic shopping
institutions: Selfridges, Harrods, Harvey Nichols and the cultclassic retailers of Carnaby Street. The Mandeville also offers
chauffeured trips to Bicester Village for discounted luxury retail.
Doubles from AED 880; personal stylist packages from
AED 2,530 (including room rate and extras); 0044-207935 5599, mandeville.co.uk
BEST FOR ALL-ROUND STYLE
An Upper East Side gem, The Mark Hotel manages to
stand out despite the heavy competition in one of fashionforward Manhattan’s most stylish neighbourhoods. There are
several reasons why. The hotel’s signature look – the graphic
black-and-white floor; pops of colour in the furnishings;
Karl Lagerfeld’s photographs in some suites – was created
by French designer Jacques Grange (whose clients have
included Francis Ford Coppola and Princess Caroline of
Monaco). Then there’s the fleet of custom pedicabs – a cute
New York touch – that ferry guests to and from Bergdorf
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Goodman; the hotel also has a partnership with the luxury
department store, giving patrons privileged 24-hour access to
expert private shopping services and urgent deliveries before
the store opens. Closer to home, cool French brand Zadig
& Voltaire has a store right downstairs. Guests can further
accentuate their purchases with a trendy haircut at the on-site
Frédéric Fekkai salon and visit the John Lobb-certified shoe
polishers to keep footwear looking fresh after a day pounding
the pavements of Fifth Avenue. The hotel even has its own
specially developed scent by Frédéric Malle called “Jurassic
Flower”, ensuring that no detail in your personal styling and
grooming is overlooked.
Doubles from AED 3,152; prices for personal stylist packages
available on request; 001-212-744 4300, themarkhotel.com

Clockwise from
top left: One of
Mandeville’s Lacroixdesigned rooms; The
Mark’s pedicabs; pool
in the Corinthia’s spa;
a limo for private
shopping at Palazzo
Versace Gold Coast

BEST FOR BRAND-NAME BOASTING
In the fabric of fashion, there are few names as thick
within the thread as the house of
Versace. Any hotel bearing its name
naturally honours the expectations of
grand design, posture, architecture and
sumptuous accommodation. And so
it is at Palazzo Versace Gold Coast,
one of Australia’s most glamourous
retreats. For those seeking a destination
sympathetic to wardrobe expansion, there
is an appropriately chic boutique on the
premises – but that’s just the beginning
of the retail adventure. The resort offers
a glamour e lusso (luxury shopping)
experience with personal shopper Simone
Bennett-Smith, beginning with a glass of
bubbles and a consultation with the stylist
before setting off on an accompanied,
chauffeur-driven Rolls-Royce Phantom
excursion to local fashion haven Pacific
Fair. After some intensive retail exercise,
Laetitia
back at the hotel there is the opportunity
Tomaso,
to take afternoon tea at Le Jardin or treat
shopping
concierge
yourself to a relaxing spa treatment.
Doubles from AED 1,135; glamour e lusso
experience from AED 3,365 for two people;
0061-75-509 8000, palazzoversace.com.au
BEST FOR FROSTING YOURSELF
Corinthia Hotel Budapest is a grand structure which, since
opening its doors over a century ago, has hosted European
aristocracy. Fitting, then, that the hotel, a member of the
Global Hotel Alliance (GHA), offers a private gem shopping
tour of The Salon of Royal Diamonds to members of its
loyalty programme. A limousine arrives to transport guests past
spectacular Gothic architecture to the exposition, where a glass
of bubbles awaits. Located opposite the steps of the Hungarian
National Opera House, the proprietors of the salon lock their
doors to give guests a full VIP retail experience that befits the
perusal of such precious gems. The regal treatment continues
back at the hotel in the Royal Spa, housed in a glorious Art
Deco space, and after a spell of recharging, the chic boutiques
of Budapest are ripe for exploration. Head to Fashion Street,
Grand Boulevard and Váci Utca to find a selection of the best
high street and high-end designer experiences.
Doubles from AED 735; Private gem shopping experience
available through GHA Discovery membership portal;
0036-1-479 4000, gha.com

THE HOTEL EMPLOYS A
DEDICATED SHOPPING CONCIERGE
AND ESTABLISHED CELEBRITY
STYLIST WHO IS AVAILABLE
TO ALL GUESTS
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